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an in-memory database (IMDB) an update to a table of records
will likely exhibit dominant locality within the record being
updated, whereas a function applied to a particular record ﬁeld
across multiple records in that same table (e.g. an analytics
operation) more likely exhibits ﬁeld-column locality. Similar
reasoning applies even to irregular or dynamic access patterns,
such as multiple structures using a common indirection array
for indexing or a mix of row and column data being accessed
as the result of a ﬁltering condition in a selection query.
Despite this, for implementation viability and ISA simplicity,
the dominant model for commercially available memories
has remained optimized for providing dense access to only
a single, statically selected dimension into which all multidimensional data must be projected. This limits memory layout
optimizations [1]–[6] in the presence of any dynamic behavior
and demands code transformations, such as tiling [7]–[9], to
emulate higher-dimensional locality.
However, several recent efforts [10]–[12] have explored
exposing models with explicitly multi-orientation memory
(MOM). Several emerging memory technologies [13]–[18]
can implement structures with nearly symmetric access costs
along multiple physical orientations (e.g. row and column
within a crosspoint array [19]) and memories explicitly built
to exploit this symmetric access have been proposed [20].
Previous works [11], [12] have shown the potential beneﬁts
of coupling these physical row and column accesses to logical
row and column request interfaces in both main memories and
caches. Even in the absence of a physically MOM technology,
proposed augmentations of on-chip memory structures to
construct and retain MOM patterns within the cache have
likewise demonstrated large potential beneﬁts (>3x speedup)
for strided access patterns [10].
A common feature of prior works is that the orientation
preference of a particular memory operation is presumed to
be static. While this may be a reasonable assumption in, for
instance, BLAS [21] kernels, it substantially limits the scope of
MOM optimizations in more complicated access patterns, such
as queries on an IMDB. Oriented caching of memory accesses

Abstract—Previous works have shown the possibility of constructing row-column and multi-stride memory systems that can
exploit simultaneously dense access along multiple logical data
orientations to offer more than 3x speedups on some workloads.
However, existing multi-orientation memory (MOM) and MOMcaching approaches presume that the orientation preference of a
memory request is statically determinable and rely on both ISA
and compiler changes to express and extract these preferences
for performance gains. Thus, current MOM-caching approaches
cannot readily provide beneﬁts in the presence of dynamism with
respect to data layout, data-dependent code behavior, or access
ordering. Accurate orientation prediction will allow MOMs to
beneﬁt a larger range of workloads.
In this paper, we describe the sources of orientation preference dynamism and show that the sensitivity of orientation
prediction to cache line utilization, as well as to access pattern,
differentiates it from stride prediction. We introduce a hardwaremanaged utilization-focused orientation predictor, D-SOAP, and
compare it with a set variants (D-SOAP-*) that make use of
utilization, local stride analysis, and prefetcher feedback as
sources of information, both in isolation and in combination, to
predict orientation preference and evaluate the impact of each
information source. We evaluate the D-SOAP mechanisms on
workloads with both dynamic, data-value-dependent (DVD) and
statically identiﬁable data-value-independent (DVI) orientation
preferences. We demonstrate that the D-SOAP variants using
utilization information 1) track the performance of the preferred
orientation within 2%, on average, and 18%, at worst, across
microbenchmarks sweeping data distributions for DVD patterns,
avoiding the up to 267% slowdown seen with misaligned static
preferences; 2) provide competitive (4% speedup, on average)
performance, compared to prior static annotation approaches relying on a priori data proﬁling, in DVD scenarios; 3) closely track
static annotations for DVI scenarios that lack any exploitable
dynamism (1.8% speedup, on average).
Index Terms—cache, symmetric memories, orientation prediction

I. I NTRODUCTION
Many common data structures support meaningful traversals along multiple logical dimensions, with correspondingly
preferred (logically-oriented) spatial locality. For instance, in
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in the presence of structures with dynamically allocated members, indirect (e.g. A[x[i]]) access, control-dependent access,
and sparse access patterns to multi-dimensional structures are
similarly challenging in that it is not always clear, at the
time of code generation, whether caching the row or the
column containing the requested (scalar) access will exhibit
better spatial locality during that line’s cache-resident period.
Moreover, such ﬁll orientation decisions are not independent;
the best orientation option for a given ﬁll depends on both
previous and future orientation decisions as there are often
many ways to cover the same set of references with different
sets of oriented cachelines of similar cardinality that may in
turn lead to different sequences of evictions, cache misses, etc.
In this paper, we develop mechanisms for orientation prediction, and evaluate them on the restricted set of MOMs
that support row and column accesses as their two possible
orientations. We describe sources of orientation dynamism
that limit the applicability of static orientation assignments
in a number of common scenarios. We then discuss the
intuitions driving a utilization-ﬁrst approach to orientation
prediction, how that subtly distinguishes orientation prediction
from the goals of stride predicting prefetchers, and introduce
a hardware-managed Dynamic Spatial Orientation Afﬁnity
Prediction (D-SOAP) scheme using potential utilization information gathered during the miss period for each ﬁll (D-SOAPU) that elides the need for ISA changes, detailed compiler
analysis, or a priori knowledge of data value distributions in
order to exploit MOM/MOM-caching systems. We then extend
the D-SOAP-U model to incorporate other potential sources
of information, namely prefetcher and L1-stride information,
in lieu of or in combination with utilization information (DSOAP-*) in order to understand the relative beneﬁts of each
information source in guiding cache-ﬁll orientation preference
prediction. We demonstrate, with microbenchmarks, that, in
dynamic orientation afﬁnity scenarios, such as IMDB queries
dependent on the value distribution of a key ﬁeld, the D-SOAP
mechanisms leveraging utilization information can closely
track the optimal selection of orientation afﬁnities across any
value distributions, whereas static row/column annotations can
impose substantial overheads if the distribution is misaligned
from expectations. Moreover, we show that stride analysis
or prefetching alone, without utilization analysis, are not as
effective for performing orientation prediction. For workloads
with readily-analyzable static orientation preferences, we show
that employing a D-SOAP approach closely matches static
annotation (< 2% average performance gains).
The key contributions of this paper include:
• To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst work
to explore hardware approaches for dynamically predicting
spatial orientation afﬁnity for MOMs.
• We show the primacy of utilization-based approaches
for driving dynamic orientation prediction (D-SOAP) mechanisms by exploring the relative beneﬁts of several information
sources (utilization, stride, and lower-level cache prefetch information) and their ensembles. Utilization-based approaches
are consistently the most effective, although they do beneﬁt
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Fig. 1. Abstract view of a MOM system

from ensembling to compensate for short histories.
• We show that the D-SOAP mechanisms using utilization
information (D-SOAP-U*) can gracefully adapt to program
dynamism in orientation afﬁnity. They perform within 2%
of optimal, on average, and within 18%, at worst, in microbenchmarks that sweep value distributions in an IMDB
query and index densities for indirect array accesses. This
contrasts with static orientation assignment, which can suffer
substantial performance degradation (up to 267%) if the valuebased distribution assumption is incorrect.
• Over the 13 IMDB queries annotated by Wang, et al. [11] for
a row-column MOM, our best dynamic prediction mechanism
outperforms static annotations (that require a priori value
distribution knowledge) by 4%, on average, and underperforms
by 9%, at worst.
• Our best mechanisms, D-SOAP-U*, perform 1.8% better,
on average, and have 0.7% overhead, at worst, of the performance of a prior static orientation assignment and exploitation
approach [12] for seven MOM-annotated kernels.
II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we provide background on the abstract MOM
model, fundamental hardware considerations for implementing
speciﬁc classes of MOMs and MOM-caches, and the types of
applications that can beneﬁt from MOMs. We more precisely
deﬁne what a “multi-orientation” memory system entails, what
qualiﬁes as an “orientation” in the scope of this paper, and
place orientation prediction in MOMs in the context of related
memory optimization works.
A. Multi-Orientation Memory Systems
Fig. 1 depicts an abstract view of a MOM system. A MOM
either exposes a logically multi-dimensional address space,
or imposes one atop the underlying linear space by treating
particular patterns (e.g. speciﬁc strides) as if they were densely
co-located. This paper, focuses on the latter, as the required
changes are less radical in nature. The deﬁning feature of
MOMs is main memory and/or caches that are capable of
containing data in and serving requests for multiple logical
(dense) orientations at the same time.
Orientation Fig. 1 depicts the logical multi-orientation
overlay for a linear address space. Different colored squares
represent different forms of adjacent data along different
dimensions. Unlike a one-dimensional address space where
only data of contiguous addresses are adjacent (blue squares),
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adjacent data in a MOM’s address space can have noncontiguous addresses (other colored squares, usually some
ﬁxed stride apart). We describe contiguous data along different
dimensions to be in different “orientations,” and we use “row”
orientation to refer to the special case of contiguous data with
unit stride (“O0” in Fig. 1). In some MOMs [11], [12], there
is a hardware-dependent stride that deﬁnes a preferred second
dimension, and we refer to data along this dimension to be
“column” oriented (e.g. the orange squares when the row size
of this address space is hardware-dependent, “O1” in Fig. 1).
Hardware and Technology Support for MOMs Regardless
of implementation, a MOM provides a memory interface
that appears to provide data in different orientations with
roughly similar cost. Directly using gather-scatter operations
on top of traditional DRAM would allow for emulating multiorientation access, but such a system would exhibit highly
asymmetric properties among accesses to different orientations. Texture caches [22], [23] exploit tiled locality, which
is multi-dimensional. However, they are generally read-only
and have high latencies for all accesses. Recent work has
proposed memories that provide MOM capability directly by
data shufﬂing on DRAMs [10], or by leveraging the inherent
physical symmetries of some two-terminal emerging memory
technologies in crossbar conﬁgurations [11], [12] to freely
allow access to data along either row or column orientations.
Symmetric access topologies have also been shown for 3terminal (FeFET) memory devices [20] and several transposeaccess SRAM designs have been described [24]–[26]. While
it is possible to use gather-scatter operations on top of these
symmetric access MOMs to achieve orientations that cross
physical access boundaries, we do not address this in the scope
of this paper.
MOM Caching Recent works [10]–[12] that have evaluated
architecture with MOMs have also proposed cache hierarchies
that can cache oriented data. We refer to all such caches
as MOM-caches, regardless of their implementation speciﬁcs
(e.g. whether in-cache data is only logically or physically
contiguous in multiple orientations). While physically multidimensional caches have been proposed to implement MOMcaches [12] regular SRAM caches using orientation metadata
to virtualize multi-orientation support have been more broadly
proposed [10]–[12]. These caches present a common set of
challenges in addressing schemes for different orientations and
potential duplicates of data in differently oriented, but intersecting, cache lines. A key differentiator among the caching
schemes proposed in prior works is the speciﬁc addressing
schemes and coherence protocol modiﬁcations implemented
to solve these challenges.
B. MOM Applications
IMDB Applications Data in relational databases is representable as 2D tables (lists of records with multiple ﬁelds)
and, in classical systems, these tables are either stored recordafter-record (row-store) or ﬁeld-after-ﬁeld (column-store). The
common processes OLTP (on-line transactional processing)
and OLAP (on-line analytical processing) have different preferences, with OLTP preferring row-store to access records with
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Fig. 2. MOM data layout of an IMDB table

high locality, and OLAP preferring column-store to access
ﬁelds with high locality. Importantly, in a traditional memory
system, satisfying both of these localities at once with a single
data layout is not possible, whereas MOM systems allow each
functionality to simultaneously access the same table in the
manner most beneﬁcial to its access locality. Fig. 2 shows
a MOM data layout proposed in Wang, et al. [11], where
records are stored consecutively in row orientation, and ﬁelds
consecutively in column orientation.
Linear Algebra MOM-aligning matrix data layout (one dimension for each orientation) achieves cheap accesses among
multiple dimensions. One simple example is 2D matrix multiplication, where a matrix is accessed in rows and another
in columns. Without a MOM, the matrix accessed in column
needs multiple memory accesses (cache lines with low utilization) to get consecutive data in a column, and tiling or other
blocking optimizations must be employed to preserve access
locality within limited resources. In comparison, matrices
stored in a MOM offer dense access to both rows and columns
thereby limiting complications in algorithm expression, tuning
or preprocessing (e.g. transpose).
Other Applications As has been previously noted [10],
a broad range of applications, including key-value stores,
graph processing, and graphics, can potentially derive beneﬁts
from MOMs and MOM-caching by exploiting simultaneously
dense accesses to both multiple ﬁelds within a memory object
and the same ﬁeld across many memory objects beyond the
obvious case of IMDBs. However, no widely used compiler
infrastructures or codebases target MOM models or provide
memory allocators designed to align with the logical-physical
mapping requirements of proposed row-column MOMs or
otherwise pack data in multiple simultaneous access localities.
Thus, while we believe that there is broad applicability for
MOMs, we limit our experimental investigations in this work
to applications that can be manually re-optimized for MOMs.
C. Other Related Work
Symmetric and Transpose Memories In addition to twoterminal technologies such as STTRAM [13], [14], PCM [15],
[16] and ReRAM [17] that, in crosspoint topologies, can
perform read and write operations via either of the vertical
or horizontal wire sets [19], symmetric access has also been
explored in other technologies and array structures, each with
their own tradeoffs in density, power, and timing. For example,
FeFET [27] memories have been proposed with symmetric
access capabilities [28], as have multi-layer SRAMs built
with monolithic 3D integration [24], and symmetric access
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DRAMs [29] and SRAMs [25], [26], [30]. While we acknowledge that many of the technologies that are the strongest
candidates for enabling practical MOMs are not yet fully
mature and have their own technology-speciﬁc limitations (e.g.
wear-leveling in NVMs, ECC overheads in robust implementations of symmetric memories, etc.) the performance potential
offered by MOMs and MOM-caches for select applications
still warrants deeper exploration of whether these beneﬁts can
be achieved at broader scope. There is a space of tradeoffs
in potential ECC solutions ranging from word-oriented ECC
(where the ECC codes are either interleaved or arranged in
a physically parallel, multi-oriented array) to creating linelevel ECC codes in both orientations (which offers the potential for greater robustness through overlapping ECC, but
would require multiple ECC updates per memory write). An
investigation of the best ECC approaches for multi-oriented
main memories, while a worthwhile topic, is orthogonal to
this work.
Access Pattern Locality Many prior works aim to improve
performance by increasing data locality. Various compiler optimizations, such as layout optimizations [1]–[5], loop reordering and tiling [7]–[9], [31], etc. improve data locality by coaligning data layout and access patterns in a cache-favorable
fashion. Recent works have provided hardware support for
more diverse data locality by allowing caching of non-unitstride data [10]–[12], and have demonstrated considerable
performance beneﬁts when combined with proper compiler
optimization.
Unlike these previous approaches, the D-SOAP schemes
developed in this work will discover orientation preferences
dynamically, allowing for adaptation to run-time determined
layouts or access sequences. Although this work limits its
scope of evaluation to 2D MOMs with unit-stride (row) and
1 ﬁxed-stride (column), D-SOAP schemes could be extended
with a multi-bit stride size ﬁeld to accommodate multiple
stride patterns. Moreover, for irregular, non-stride patterns,
demand-driven analysis can still provide insight for spatial
locality afﬁnity among temporally close accesses.
Cache Utilization The bandwidth and allocation utilization efﬁciency beneﬁts in MOM-caching have similarities
with footprint [32] and compression techniques [33]–[36] for
caches and memories. However, the mechanisms are largely
orthogonal, and both MOM support and orientation prediction
could provide new opportunities for existing approaches to
concisely express which data is useful to cache. Likewise,
techniques such as sectored caches [37] are complementary
to supporting oriented cache lines, and could further reduce
bandwidth and boost cache utilization for lines that exhibit
exploitable sparsity in both dimensions.
Hardware Prediction Mechanisms There is a vast literature
in hardware prediction for diverse use cases. For example,
branch predictors (e.g. [38]–[41]) for control ﬂow prediction, value predictors (e.g. [42]–[44]), critical path predictors
(e.g. [45]), prefetchers (e.g. [46]–[53]), and access granularity predictors (e.g. [54], [55]) for multi-granularity memory
accesses. D-SOAP resembles prefetching in the sense that it

aims to minimize misses on subsequent accesses that share a
common address pattern. However, D-SOAP’s primary focus
is on predicting which ﬁll request orientation will maximize
intra-line data utility, rather than prefetching’s inter-line temporal access prediction. D-SOAP also shares certain goals
with granularity predictors that also aim to improve cache
utilization. However, orientation utilization is not a bipolar
(ﬁne or coarse grain) decision; sparsity in one orientation does
not imply higher density in another.
Similar to many of these previous prediction mechanisms,
all of our proposed D-SOAP mechanisms attempt to infer
based on previously observed history. Different from branch
or value predictors, there is no correctness issue since the
same data referenced by a demand miss is present in a
cache line of either orientation. However, both branch and
value predictors can subsequently verify the correctness of a
prediction, and even prefetchers can get some insight based
on whether the prefetched cache line is used. Understanding
the optimal decision for D-SOAP is more complicated in that
there is no authoritative (nor even time-bounded) feedback on
whether the predicted orientation was actually better to provide
a history of “correct” decisions. With D-SOAP, due to the fact
that selecting cache lines to be ﬁlled with different orientations
changes the content of cache and interacts with replacement
policies, there is no clear way of efﬁciently calculating the
performance of counterfactual orientation sets.
III. O RIENTATION DYNAMISM
When optimizing for access locality, logical orientation
preferences arise from underlying program and data interactions. Practical exploitation of these localities is deeply
entangled with how data and orders of access (e.g. [56])
are mapped into a speciﬁc memory layout and references
re-ordered during compilation or by explicit tiling and other
loop transformations [1], [7], [31]. Previous works on MOM
systems [10]–[12] have shown that it is possible to statically
analyze the orientation preference of each load and store for
some applications, and these applications receive performance
improvements due to reduced memory bandwidth to MOMs
when serving oriented data (higher utilization within transfer
blocks) and increased hit rates in MOM-caches (higher correlation between spatial and temporal localities).
To convey orientation preference, prior works have extended
the ISA with oriented load and store (or scatter-gather) instructions, and bind each load and store with an orientation.
However, such approaches are limited. Firstly, not all programs
are amenable to the required static analysis. Moreover, binding
an orientation to a load or store instruction implicitly assumes
that the preferred orientation for this instruction never changes,
which is not always the case. We refer to such changes in
preference over time as orientation dynamism.
In this section, we describe the different sources of orientation dynamism, where the preferred orientation for an access
cannot be found through static analysis, which motivates our
search for runtime orientation preference prediction schemes.
To simplify the discussion, we assume a MOM system with
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1: Aligned arrays x, y, indirection array ic of size

1: Column aligned table table with sizeof table tuples.
2: for i ← 0, sizeof table − 1 do
3:
if table[i].f 3 > x then
4:
Print table[i].f 1, table[i].f 2

(a)

4

Total data transfer
(In sizeof_table)

Total data transfer
(In sizeof_ic)

sizeof ic
2: for i ← 0, sizeof ic − 1 do
3:
x[ic[i]] ← x[ic[i]] + y[ic[i]]
3
2

(b)

1
0
1
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3
A

(a)

1.5
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0

4

B
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C

Fig. 4. Code fragment of data-dependent query “SELECT f 1, f 2 F ROM
table W HERE f 3 > x” (a), and total data transfer (b) over different
percentages of tuples with f 3 > x
1: Matrices X, Y and Z of equal size with height ∗

Fig. 3. Code fragment (from [57]) with indirect indexing (a), and total data
transfer (b) under different density assumptions (# of elements accessed /
cacheline) for ic

only the two orientations “row” and “column” and that each
element/ﬁeld in the following examples has the size of word,
with each cache line holding 4 words.
A. Statically Unanalyzable Access Patterns
An example of code that is hard to analyze statically
is accesses through indirection. Even if the runtime access
pattern is analyzable, static analysis cannot provide a complete
picture because the addresses are unknown at compile time.
Consider the following code fragment in Fig. 3(a)
(from [57]). Assume that arrays x and y are laid out along
the row orientation and are aligned such that x[k] and y[k]
are in the same column orientation. In a MOM system,
memory access to x and y have several options regarding
their orientation: A) both in row; B) both in column; C)
one in row and one in column. Option A would have been
preferable if the array ic is dense. For example, if ic[i]=i,
then it would have been obvious that row is the preferred
orientation. Option B is more preferable when ic[i] are far
apart from each other (sparse). For example, if ic[i]=10i, then
accessing in row would bring only 1 useful data per access
(only 1 useful in 4 consecutive words), while accessing in
column would bring 2 (x[10i] and y[10i]). Option C will
always bring redundant data where the row cache line crosses
the column, and hence is not an good option. Fig. 3(b) shows
how much data need to be transferred for different options,
assuming a uniform density on ic (how many useful words
per cache line). Option B wins when ic is sparse and Option
A wins when ic is dense. If the density of ic is not uniform, it
is clear that different ranges of i will lead to optimal cache line
coverings with different mixes of row and column orientations.
While any input-dependent values of ic may be unknowable at
compile time, the entailed preferences arising from its values,
if said values are stable, would be equally stable, and therefore
potentially learnable at runtime. Note that, unlike prior work
on indirect prefetching [58], the goal in the described scenarios
is to predict the denser orientation once an uncached element is
accessed, not to predict the location of an element in advance.
B. Data-Dependent Orientation Dynamism
Even with direct accesses, codes with data-dependent accesses do not necessarily have static preferred orientation.
The code fragment in Fig. 4(a) shows the memory accesses
of a typical OLTP-style query. This example assumes that

width number of elements.

Total data transfer
(In height*width)

2: for i ← 0, height − 1 do
3:
for j ← 0, (width/2 − 1) do
4:
Z[i][2j] ← X[i][2j]
5:
Z[i][2j + 1] ← Y [i][2j + 1]
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

(a)

(b)
1

2

4

8
A

16

32

64

B

Fig. 5. Code fragment with orientation-dependent eviction behavior (a),
and total data transfer (b) across cache capacities (in increments of width
elements)

each tuple has 4 ﬁelds (f 1, f 2, f 3, f 4), each row cache line
holds an entire tuple, and each column cache line holds the
same ﬁeld from 4 adjacent tuples (e.g. the layout depicted
in Fig. 2). While OLTP-style queries generally beneﬁt from
row orientation, there are three reasonable combinations of
oriented accesses for this piece of code: A) row load for
f 1, f 2 and f 3; B) row load for f 1, f 2 and column load
for f 3; C) column load for f 1, f 2 and f 3. Fig. 4(b) shows
the total data transfer across these different options over a
range of percentages of tuples with f 3 > x, assuming uniform
distribution for probability of f 3 > x. The best orientation
combination varies: When the percentage of f 3 > x is below
50%, option B requires the least number of accesses, but
option C outperforms B when the percentage of f 3 > x is
higher. This shows that, even though it is possible to analyze
the query statically, determining the best orientation for each
memory access requires knowing the content of f 3 in advance.
Moreover, if the distribution of f 3 > x is not uniform, the best
combination may change dynamically during query execution.
C. Other Sources of Orientation Dynamism
Even for code that is statically analyzable, with known
data addresses and regular accesses patterns, without any data
dependence, the preferred orientation of a memory access can
still be dynamic. The code fragment in Fig. 5(a) shows simple
regular accesses over 3 matrices, all matrices are aligned to the
MOM system such that an access in row retrieves consecutive
elements in [i][∗] and an access in column retrieves consecutive
elements in [∗][j]. The loop ordering favors row oriented
accesses, but the sparsity in row access for matrices X and
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from prefetch operations. Fig. 6 shows an overview of our
hardware orientation prediction work ﬂow.
From the processor side, a scalar access (e.g. nearly any
non-SIMD memory instruction) doesn’t need an orientation
binding until a decision needs to be made about which spatially
local data to bring in on a cache ﬁll; a cache hit to a given
word is valid in either orientation. This is consistent with
prior MOM-cache approaches where orientation annotations
are only consumed on cache misses. Hence, an orientation
prediction table (OPT) is introduced to provide an orientation
(PO ) on the L1 cache miss path that binds to the ﬁll request
as it traverses the memory hierarchy.
From the prefetcher side, prior work [10] has shown effective prefetching results with prefetch ﬁlls’ orientation following that of the triggering access. While this is straight forward
for the PC-based stride prefetcher used in prior work where
generated ﬁlls are guaranteed to be for the same instruction, it
is less so in the case of a PC-less prefetcher where prefetch ﬁlls
can be for an instruction that has different preferred orientation
than the triggering access.
Below, we ﬁrst brieﬂy discuss unique considerations for
prefetching in a MOM system, before detailing orientation
prediction for demand-side ﬁlls.

Y favors column access for these 2 matrices. There are 2
plausible orientation combinations: A) access all 3 matrices
in row; B) access matrix Z in row, and matrices X and Y
in column. Fig. 5(b) shows the total size of data transfer
across different cache sizes (assuming a fully associative LRU
cache) with different orientation options. Even though column
accesses for matrices X and Y from option B retrieve more
data that would have been used by the program, resulting in
better performance in large enough caches, the cache line may
be evicted before all useful data has been accessed when the
cache is small. This shows that preferred orientation can also
be inﬂuenced by expected cache residency, and be different for
different caches. Moreover, in a system with shared caches, the
preferred orientation can be dynamic depending on the cache
behavior of other applications.
There are several other scenarios where orientation dynamism can arise. These include access preference for iterations over dynamically allocated memory objects with
2D-allocated neighbors, inter-thread cache interference, and
multi-programmed cache interference, among others. Our aim
in this paper is not to exhaustively explore all sources of
orientation afﬁnity dynamism, but, rather, to demonstrate the
potential expansion of codes that can beneﬁt from MOMs
given hardware-support for orientation dynamism.

A. Prefetching for MOMs
In a traditional memory system, both demand ﬁlls and
prefetches are row-oriented. In a MOM, prefetches will only
be effective when the ﬁll request and prefetch have the
same orientation. For prefetchers that do not train prefetching
streams per PC, we propose splitting the stream for each
orientation for prefetching. Note that this does not necessarily
mean duplicating the prefetch hardware for each orientation.
By employing a virtual prefetcher per orientation, prefetches
can simply follow the orientation of the triggering access.
We use the Best-Offset Prefetcher [52] (BOP) as our
prefetching baseline since it provided the best overall performance among the prefetchers we tested (including stride
prefetcher [51], VLDP [59], BOP and Bingo prefetcher [53]).
Our approach can also be applied to other prefetchers. Fig. 7
shows the work ﬂow of BOP with changes to enable MOMaware prefetching highlighted in red. BOP works by keeping a
list of recent requests in the recent requests (RR) table, testing
a list of potential offsets in the best offset learning (BOL) unit,
and ﬁnds the best offset D in this list to prefetch.
To enable MOM-aware prefetching, we only duplicate the
BOL for each orientation (row and column orientations in

D. Runtime Orientation Preference Prediction
In this paper we propose performing runtime orientation
preference prediction in hardware. Although it is possible to
perform orientation prediction through software methods, such
as additional runtime analysis code that generates oriented
accesses on the ﬂy, it induces performance overhead and
software complexity. Moreover, a hardware approach can suit a
wider range of applications regardless of whether SW-runtime
analysis is available. We show that simple hardware changes
in the caches of MOM systems are enough to provide accurate
orientation prediction for both the dynamism described in
section III-A and III-B, and all latency overheads are off the
critical path with little impact to performance.
IV. HW S UPPORT FOR O RIENTED F ILL P REDICTION
In this section, we propose hardware mechanisms for runtime orientation prediction to address the sources of orientation dynamism described in Sections III-A and III-B. We
identify two sources of cache ﬁlls that require orientation
afﬁnity: demand-driven ﬁlls and oriented cache ﬁlls arising
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the example), and extend the RR with 1-bit orientation for
each entry. Each ﬁll and trigger access of orientation O only
interacts with the test offset dO and best offset DO of that
direction, and only look for entries in orientation O in the RR
table. This minor change to the BOP ensures that the oriented
accesses will only prefetch for cache lines in that orientation
with the best offset for that orientation.
B. Demand-side ﬁll orientation
Without a “trigger” access as a guideline, demand-side
ﬁll orientation requires more complex analysis. We observe
that the most essential advantage of MOM systems is the
capability to transform sparsely used cache lines into densely
used lines. Hence, dynamic orientation prediction is essentially
predicting which orientation is denser upon a miss. This can
be broken down into 2 parts: A) predicting how densely
accesses will fall in each orientation and B) choosing the
preferred orientation, i.e. the denser orientation. We refer to
the density of useful data in a cache line as “utilization”,
which is calculated based on the number of words in a cache
line that are used by demand requests. The use of a bitmap,
rather than a pair of access counters, is not only a complexity
choice. Selecting the more populated bitmap orientation is
a heuristic for minimizing cache occupancy and bandwidth.
Counters could possibly better optimize for the number of
hits supplied by choosing one orientation over the other, but
the bitmap approach prioritizes minimizing the number of ﬁlls
needed to cover the requested data.
As discussed in Section II-C, determining the optimal orientation to associate with each request is challenging, but there
are already mechanisms in the memory hierarchy that observe
partial address streams and can recognize the possibility of an
orientation afﬁnity. Speciﬁcally, both prefetchers and MSHRs
naturally observe the access stream and keep a history of
that stream in some form for at least some limited period
of time. While it is possible to use prefetcher techniques
to ﬁrst predict the future access stream and then predict
the utilization based on that, this adds an additional layer
of speculation that may not be necessary at this juncture:
Near-term MOMs will support only a limited number of
spatial localities and, if a repeating pattern exists such that
there is a stable preferred orientation, then the utilization
should also be repeating. This implies that learning access
stream patterns just to map them into utilization is likely
redundant. Most importantly, predicting the access stream adds
an additional layer of speculation that generally decreases
in accuracy with the degree of look-ahead, and orientation
preference is a property of a collection of accesses. Instead,
we collect utilization directly based on known access stream
using the same hardware for MSHR cache line matches, and
predict orientation simply based on this stream of previous
observed preferences. In the case where the observed history
is too short to capture the preferred orientation, prefetcher
techniques become relevant in extending the history with
predicted accesses.
Note that unstable assignment of orientation preference
results in an increased likelihood of issuing ﬁlls for intersect-

ing cache lines of different orientations. Depending on the
implementation of the MOM cache, this can cause overheads
in either or both of management (e.g. eviction of intersecting lines on ﬁll or more collisions in Bloom ﬁlters) and
cache capacity (duplicate data storage). Hence, we consider
mechanisms which, while fully dynamic in nature, employ
substantial hysteresis in changing their mind.
TABLE I
D-SOAP SCHEMES

Information source
Utilization (U)
L1 Stride (S)
Lower level Prefetcher (P)

-U


-S


-US



-P


-USP




Table I shows a summary of our D-SOAP schemes, and
below, we describe them in more detail. Aside from D-SOAP
based on utilization, we also include several variants which
are designed primarily to provide comparisons among different
options for orientation prediction. First, we introduce the DSOAP-U scheme that uses utilization to determine orientation
and provide a detailed explanation on how utilization information is collected. Then, to compare the effectiveness of
utilization against raw prefetcher information, we present the
D-SOAP-S schemes that use L1 stride prefetcher information.
To investigate the degree to which raw prefetcher information
helps with utilization collection, the D-SOAP-US scheme
adds D-SOAP-S information to D-SOAP-U. We also explore
D-SOAP-P that uses LLC BOP information to expose the
prefetcher information from lower level caches. Finally, we examine a scheme that combines all utilization and prefetcher information (D-SOAP-USP). As has been previously noted [60],
the ﬁne-grained behaviors, often at the scalar level, that are
needed to differentiate between the marginal beneﬁts of two
orientation selections may have limited visibility at the outer
caches and memory. We therefore expect near-processor data
to provide better predictions, on average, but explore multiple
data sources and their combination for completeness.
C. D-SOAP
To support our prediction mechanisms, we introduce the
orientation prediction table (OPT) to record orientation predictions and associated metadata. The OPT is a small, setassociative cache indexed by a PC-hash to associate orientation
predictions with speciﬁc instructions. A small counter for each
entry guards against unstable predictions (omitted in ﬁgures
due to space constraint). The OPT is accessed on the L1 miss
path to provide an orientation for each miss before arriving
at the MSHR, since all inter-cache-level data transfers in
a MOM utilize oriented cache lines. Misses with no OPT
entry are assigned row orientations. Write upgrade misses
(e.g. in MESI, MOESI, etc.) are, unlike other L1 misses,
already oriented based on the cache line that is present with
read-only permission. Write permission misses are always
treated as following their current in-cache orientation, since
this introduces substantially less complexity than invalidating
the existing line and then bringing in a new cache line in a
new orientation. Although, this paper only considers data ﬁlls,
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an L1 access occurs for 1 : A(4,1) . The IIUB is searched for
entries that fall in the same cache line in either orientation,
and ﬁnds such an entry, 5 : B(4,3) . In consequence, the 1st bit
(from right to left) of the column bitmap for this entry is set
to 1. Then ( 2 ), an MSHR miss for 5 : M(2,3) occurs, and a
corresponding entry is created in the IIUB. If an existing entry
with the same PC as the new entry records on the same cache
line as the new entry, then the bitmap record is forwarded. In
this case, existing entry 5 : B(4,3) and 5 : M(2,3) fall in the
same row cache line and have the same PC, hence the row
bitmap is forwarded.
Since most current programs are optimized for row accesses,
the default prediction orientation is row. The OPT incorporates
a 4-bit counter to track indecisive predictions (no utilization
outside of serving the initial missed element in any orientation,
omitted in ﬁgures). If the counter saturates, the entire record
is cleared and set to row. If a non-indecisive utilization is
recorded, the counter resets to zero.
Although the default prediction is row, it is still important
to keep entries that were predicted row in the OPT. This is
because OPT entries also provide hysteresis to avoid unhelpful
data duplication and associated overheads when there are
small changes in the analyzed orientation (e.g. loop edges,
or an access reordering that increases temporal distance).
While implementation efﬁciency could presumably be further
improved by ﬁltering PCs that never exhibit non-row behavior
(metapredicting), it is not implemented in this paper.
2) Local Stride-based Prediction (D-SOAP-S): When accesses are a regular stride apart, such sets will have a single dominant orientation, and stride analysis or prefetching
feedback should readily detect them. While a dominant stride
in one orientation suggests accesses fall in that orientation,
it does not exclude the possibility that another orientation
remains denser. For example, consider the the access pattern as
illustrated in Fig. 10(a) where element 0, 2, 4, 6 in the same
row are accessed in that order, and then the next row, etc.
The dominant stride for this pattern is +2 in row orientation,
however, column orientation is denser. Even if we also identify
that the stride in column is +1, this does not mean that
the orientation with the smallest stride wins: if only 3 rows
are accessed, then row utilization (4) wins against column
utilization (3).
To compare the performance of utilization against prefetch
analysis information, we construct D-SOAP-S, which collects
stride information similar to that from a stride prefetcher [51]
to generate orientation predictions. Stride analysis is chosen
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the same approach could be applied to instructions; we treat
instruction caches as having uniform row-afﬁnity.
1) Utilization-based Prediction (D-SOAP-U): We propose
constructing a predictor, D-SOAP-U, that observes the recent
history of scalar accesses at L1, collect utilization of each
orientation for each ﬁll, and select the best orientation (e.g.
highest utilization) within the observed window as a guideline
for next ﬁll from the same instruction.
Fig. 8 illustrates the D-SOAP-U work ﬂow, with the additional prediction ﬂow and structure highlighted in yellow. We
introduce an “inter-instruction utilization” buffer (IIUB) that
records, for each MSHR miss, the relative utilization, with
respect to subsequent accesses, of having served the line in
one orientation or another. When an entry is removed from
the IIUB, the predicted orientation is stored back to the OPT.
To track the relationship between a miss and subsequent
accesses, we introduce utilization bitmaps in the IIUB. Each
bit represents an element in a cache line, and each bitmap
represents an oriented cache line that can fulﬁll the miss.
Thus, for a cache with 2 access orientations and 8-word cache
lines (e.g. 8x8B=64B), the overhead is 16 bits per entry (with
the size of an element being a word). The IIUB is a fully
associative structure where entries are inserted with the access
address and PC on MSHR miss, and victims are selected based
on FIFO. Upon entry removal, we perform a popcount on the
bitmaps, and the orientation prediction is made following the
more populated bitmap’s orientation.
Fig. 9 shows an example of IIUB data collection in more
detail. The IIUB entries are shown with the accessed address
(Addr), instruction PC (PC), and bitmaps for two orientations,
row (R) and column (C). The bitmaps are initialized with
zeros, and bits representing elements that have been accessed
are set to 1, including the access creating an entry. We denote
a PC-address pair with its position in its row and column
oriented cache lines in subscript. For example, 1 : A(4,1)
denotes PC 1, address A where A is the 4th element of its row
cache line and 1st of its column line. First (see: 1 in Fig. 9),
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because 1) its feasibility at L1 makes all L1 access information
available to utilization equally accessible, and 2) it is a natural
ﬁt for the evaluated MOM system with orientations where the
elements in a cache line are at ﬁxed stride apart (row at unit
stride, column at ﬁxed non-unit stride SC ).
Fig. 8 illustrates the D-SOAP-S work ﬂow with each OPT
entry extended to keep the last accessed address (Last Addr)
and the last observed stride (S) between accesses. A stride is
calculated on each scalar miss. A matching stride counter is
also kept (omitted in ﬁgures), and the value increases when
the new stride matches the old and decreases on mismatch. If
the counter’s value is greater than the conﬁdence threshold,
the stride is considered stable, and is used to calculate the
orientation. A decision for column orientation is only taken if
the stride is a multiple of SC , with the additional constraint
that stride should be smaller than column cache line stride
(number of elements per cache line∗SC ).
3) Utilization+Stride Prediction (D-SOAP-US): By extending the OPT with stride information from D-SOAP-S on
top of D-SOAP-U, D-SOAP-US is created to investigate the
beneﬁt of adding longer patterns across dynamic instances
of the same instruction in addition to the patterns already
captured by the bitmaps. To merge stride information with
utilization, we forward the bitmaps to OPT upon IIUB entry
removal, and we populate the bitmaps at strided locations
before performing the popcount. Stride information is used
as follows: If the matching stride counter is greater than the
conﬁdence threshold, then all entries that are multiples of the
stride distance away from the originating miss are marked in
the corresponding bitmap as if they had been accessed. The
afﬁnity prediction is then updated based on the larger of the
two adjusted popcounts.
Fig. 9 shows the D-SOAP-US process in more detail, with
the OPT entry extensions shown with blue dotted borders, and
additional ﬁelds of bitmaps for the row (R) and column (C)
cache lines highlighted in blue. As with previous schemes,
counters used for stabilizing results are omitted due to ﬁgure
space constraints. Evicting an IIUB entry (see: 3 in Fig. 9)
creates or updates an OPT entry with the corresponding PC.
The bitmaps are copied, and, if this is a new OPT entry, e.g.
2 : X(1,2) , then its last accessed address is set to be the
accessed address recorded in the IIUB entry, and its stride
is set to 0. When a new miss occurs ( 4 ), e.g. 2 : Y(2,2) ,
the entry with the corresponding PC is accessed. The stride is
calculated based on the new access Y(2,2) and the last address
X(1,2) . X(1,2) and Y(2,2) fall in the same row cache line at 1
element apart, hence the stride is 1 in row cache line (R1), and
the row bitmap is updated accordingly. Finally, the predicted
orientation is updated based on new bitmap results and used
to provide orientation for the miss to Y(2,2) .
4) Prefetch-based Prediction (D-SOAP-P): We also explore
how information from prefetchers at lower levels of caches
perform in predicting orientation, and expose key challenges
due to lack of sub-cacheline level access information. To this
end, we use BOP as an example since it’s already implemented
in our system. Fig. 11 shows the D-SOAP-P work ﬂow, with
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Which O?
DO%SC/2=0?

SQ

O

Orientation Predictor

Fig. 11. D-SOAP-P work ﬂow (demand ﬂows only)

the prediction ﬂow highlighted in blue, for a two orientation
(row (R) and column (C)) example. The condition to predict
an orientation Q different from the accessing one O is that the
subsequent accesses are likely to access contiguous elements
in Q. While BOP does not detect strides directly, the best offset
should be a multiple of access stride for regular stride patterns,
and such patterns map to speciﬁc orientation afﬁnities.
To predict Q-afﬁnity, consider the following: Offsets of
SQ indicate a dense stride in Q, but offsets evenly dividing
SQ indicate a Q-oriented pattern across multiple Q-oriented
cachelines while multiples of SQ indicate sparsiﬁed access in
Q. The best offset DO is tested to see if it is a multiple of
SQ /2, the only fraction of SQ that does not require additional
chaining through the RR to discover Q-afﬁnity (access to T
with best offset SQ /2 suggest recent request T − SQ /2 and
likely future access T + SQ /2 fall in orientation Q). In this
example, DO is only tested against column stride SC /2 since
row stride is 1. The prediction checks against the orientation
with the largest stride ﬁrst (the stride of one orientation may
be a multiple of another),and defaults to row if the best offset
is not a multiple of the other orientations. To check for Qafﬁnity, we leverage the history in the RR table, and, on each
triggering access, check whether an access to T − SC − DO
exists in RR (access to T suggest recent access to T − DO ,
which is the next contiguous address in column orientation
for T − SC − DO ). If a triggering row-oriented access expects
contiguous access in the same column, the predicted direction
is column PC . Conversely, if a triggering access in column
expects contiguous access in row, the predicted direction is
row PR . These prediction decisions PO propagate back to the
L1 along with the ﬁll, and are inserted into the OPT.
Due to the fact that prefetchers only see cache line miss
patterns and not access patterns within the cache, the information that the prefetcher observes is already biased by
prior caching orientation decisions, which can make prefetchbased prediction sensitive to certain simple pathologies [60].
Fig. 10(b)(c) shows two examples of such patterns, where
each square represents an element in the cache line (row ones
are depicted in blue and column ones are shown in orange,
assuming 8 elements per cache line), and gray squares indicate
accessed elements. Different from L1 stride analysis, lower
level prefetchers have no information about the utilization
within a cache line. If the best offset DO is a multiple of SC /2,
the prediction will become column with no way of knowing
the utilization of the cache line. Conversely, the pattern in (c)
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TABLE II
E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP

will never predict column if DO is not a multiple of SC /2.
5) Fully Ensembled Prediction (D-SOAP-USP): It is possible to simultaneously employ D-SOAP-US and -P to populate
OPT entries and perform combined prediction. We keep both
counters and predictions for D-SOAP-P and D-SOAP-US
separately in OPT, and use the counters as the natural measurement of prediction stability. Since D-SOAP-US generally
performs better than D-SOAP-P, the D-SOAP-USP prediction
follows that of D-SOAP-US, unless D-SOAP-US is unstable.
In that case, if D-SOAP-P is stable, then the prediction from
D-SOAP-P is used over D-SOAP-US.

Gem5 Conﬁgurations
X86 architecture, OoO, 3 GHz
32KB, 4 way associative
2-cycle tag lookup , 2-cycle data access
Parallel tag/data access
L2 cache
256KB, 8 way associative
11-cycle tag lookup, 11-cycle data access
Parallel tag/data access
L3 cache
8MB, 16 way associative
11-cycle tag lookup, 23-cycle data access
Sequential tag/data access
L3 prefetcher
Best Offset Prefetcher
256-entry Recent Requests table
Main memory
4GB, NVMain simulator
Simulation mode
Syscall Emulation
NVMain Conﬁgurations
Memory controller
FRFCFS-WQF (separate write queue)
Device conﬁg
STT-RAM
Memory size
1GB/channel x 4 channels
Row buffer policy
Open page
Transfer rate
1600MT/s
D-SOAP Predictor Conﬁgurations
Structure
Organization
Hardware Overhead
OPT
16 sets
D-SOAP-U
552B
4 way associative
D-SOAP-S
1080B
60-bit tag
D-SOAP-US
1240B
1-bit orientation
D-SOAP-P
520B
4-bit counter
D-SOAP-USP 1280B
IIUB
16 entries, fully associative
288B
CPU
L1 D-/I- cache

V. M ETHODOLOGY
We evaluate our proposed scheme with the gem5 [61]
simulator, in syscall emulation mode, using NVMain [62] for
modeling the MOM main memory as per George et al. [12],
with two supported orientations: row and column. Note that,
despite using an STT-RAM based MOM for evaluation, our
D-SOAP schemes are not restricted to any speciﬁc MOM
implementation (requiring neither STT, nor even NVM), provided that it is of the 2D row-column variety. Logical row
length (SC ) is conﬁgured to 4KB, meaning that addresses at
4KB stride apart fall into the same logical column. To ensure
column accesses do not cross page boundaries, 2MB pages
are used. The memory controller for the MOM main memory
must handle decoding for different orientations, and we have
accounted for the column decoder delay by adding an extra
cycle to address translation as per modeling in George, et
al. [12].
The system is conﬁgured to have SRAM MOM-caches
based on the 1P2L model with the “Different set” addressing
scheme proposed by George, et al. [12], and employs writeallocate and write-back policies. The caches have 64B cache
lines, with 8B per element. We have also added a Bloom ﬁlter
per cache (128-entry for L1, 512 for each of L2 and L3)
to reduce the latency overheads associated with the indexing
scheme. Empirically, “Different-set mapping” with the Bloom
ﬁlters added outperforms the “Same-set mapping” indexing
proposed in the same work [12]. This implementation of
MOM caching incurs no overhead for L1 hits in the preferred
orientation, incurs an additional L1 tag check latency for L1
misses in the preferred orientation (2 cycles in our evaluation)
that hit in the other orientation, and, upon completing a cache
miss (off critical path), it incurs additional tag check latency
to check for the existence of each overlapping cache line
in the cache (empirically, the Bloom ﬁlter greatly reduces
this overhead). Note that, while a hit in the non-preferred
orientation incurs an extra access latency to check for its
existence, it is not an overhead compared to missing in a
conventional cache.
Table II shows the detailed conﬁgurations used for NVMain,
gem5 and the D-SOAP mechanisms. A MOM-aware Best
Offset Prefetcher [52], extended with MOM-awareness, is
derived from the baseline BOP implementation in [53], and
is used for L3 unless stated otherwise. Note that our MOMaware prefetcher performs identically to a MOM-agnostic one

if only row-oriented accesses exist. NVMain is conﬁgured
according to the Everspin [63] devices. A 64-entry OPT
(similar to L1 prefetcher size) is used where D-SOAP is
enabled, with varying entry size for different schemes, and
a 16-entry (smallest power of 2 larger than MSHR number)
“inter-instruction utilization” buffer (IIUB) is implemented for
D-SOAP-U*. The OPT for D-SOAP is only accessed on L1
misses, and is off critical path.
To evaluate the D-SOAP mechanisms, we run benchmarks used in previous MOM works. We also utilize microbenchmarks with parameterized orientation dynamism to highlight the relative sensitivities of static and dynamic approaches. Note that these benchmarks/microbenchmarks are
either streaming or LLC-resident, which demonstrates that
MOMs can provide performance/bandwidth improvement
that cannot be achieved simply by increasing on-chip cache.
IMDB Query Benchmarks Query benchmarks include Q1
to Q13 of the OLXP-style queries evaluated in [11]. We
created C programs matching the trace (from https://github.
com/RCNVMBenchmark/RCNVMTrace) provided by Wang
et al. [11] and annotated the binaries with static orientations
following those provided in the trace. Table III shows the SQL
statement of each query: Fields that are statically annotated for
column orientation are bolded and underscored. Q3, Q5 and
Q7 have f 10 > x mostly true, while this condition is mostly
false for Q2, Q4 and Q6. The data layout of the tables also
follows the layout proposed in [11], shown in Fig. 2.
Linear Algebra (LA) Benchmarks LA benchmarks include
those evaluated in [12]: sgemm, ssyr2k, ssyrk, and strmm
benchmarks from LAPACK BLAS [21] and sobel, a basic
implementation of a Sobel ﬁlter. These benchmarks have been
compiled with vectorization ﬂag on, but without support of
column vector accesses. Static access orientation annotations
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the percentage of records with f 10 > x from 0% to 100%.

TABLE IV
DYNAMIC M ICRO - BENCHMARKS

ID
D1

4

Q1
Q1
Q2
Q2
Q3
Q3
Q4
Q4
Q5
Q5
Q6
Q6
Q7
Q7
Q8
Q8
Q9
Q9
Q10
Q10
Q11
Q11
Q12
Q12
Q13
Q13
sgemm
sgemm
ssyr2k
ssyr2k
ssyrk
ssyrk
strmm
strmm
sobel
sobel
htap1
htap1
htap2
htap2
geomean geomean

Q9

SQL Statement
SELECT f3, f4 FROM table-a WHERE f10 > x
SELECT * FROM table-b WHERE f10 > x
SELECT * FROM table-b WHERE f10 > x
SELECT SUM(f9) FROM table-a WHERE f10 > x
SELECT SUM(f9) FROM table-b WHERE f10 > x
SELECT AVG(f1) FROM table-a WHERE f10 > x
SELECT AVG(f1) FROM table-b WHERE f10 > x
SELECT table-a.f3, table-b.f4 FROM table-a, table-b
WHERE table-a.f1 > table-b.f1 AND table-a.f9 =
table-b.f9
SELECT table-a.f3, table-b.f4 FROM table-a, table-b
WHERE table-a.f9 = table-b.f9
SELECT f3, f4 FROM table-a WHERE f1 > x
AND f9 < y
SELECT f3, f4 FROM table-a WHERE f1 > x
AND f2 < y
UPDATE table-b SET f3 = x, f4 = y WHERE
f10 = z
UPDATE table-b SET f9 = x WHERE f10 = y

Coverage Accuracy

No.
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8

Normalized total cycles

TABLE III
B ENCHMARK Q UERIES

VI. E VALUATION

Pseudo-code or SQL Statement with Orientations
for i ← 0, sizeof ic − 1 do
A[ic[i]] ← A[ic[i]] + B[ic[i]] + C[ic[i]] + D[ic[i]]
SELECT f3, f4, f7, f8 FROM table-a WHERE f10 > x
SELECT f3, f4, f7, f8 FROM table-a WHERE f10 > x

We evaluate our execution scenarios and associated benchmarks with slightly different goals and success criteria. We
ﬁrst show the impact of MOM-awareness on prefetching. We
then apply MOM-aware prefetching, and focus on dynamic
benchmarks to quantitatively demonstrate the ability of dynamic prediction to offer superior performance in executions
without known ﬁxed orientation preferences. We further assess
the competence of our speciﬁc prediction approaches via their
ability to approach the performance of static annotation on
codes with known orientation afﬁnities.

were applied according to the approach described in George,
et al [12]. The size of the matrices used in these benchmarks
are 512 rows by 512 columns by 64-bit elements, the same as
that in [12], and all matrices have data layout that aligns with
our MOM conﬁguration.
HTAP Benchmarks We use htap1 and htap2 for hybrid
analytic and transactional processing, respectively, from [10].
HTAP benchmarks use a 4096 rows by 512 columns by 64-bit
element table, with the columns MOM-aligned.
Dynamic Micro-benchmarks To evaluate how D-SOAP
schemes adapt to orientation dynamism, we have created two
micro-benchmarks that correspond to the ﬁrst two orientation
dynamism cases presented in section III.
The micro-benchmark D1, corresponding to the dynamism
presented in section III-A, is similar to the pseudo code
presented in Fig. 3(a), but with 4 aligned arrays and 8 elements
per cache line. D1 is parameterized on the density of the
indirection array ic, varying from accessing 1 element per row
cache line to accessing all 8 elements. Table IV shows this
benchmark’s pseudo-code and static annotations.
The micro-benchmark D2, corresponding to the dynamism
presented in section III-B, is a query where the static analysis
results for access orientation would have varied based on the
result of f 10 > x. Table IV shows the microbenchmark’s SQL
statement and the different static orientation annotations D2a
and D2b. If the values of f 10 were known in advance, D2a
would have been chosen when f 10 > x is mostly false, while
D2b would have been chosen otherwise. We sweep through

A. Impact of MOM-awareness on Prefetch
Fig. 12 shows the impact of MOM-awareness on performance, comparing MOM-aware BOP with a MOM-agnostic
BOP with a ﬁxed row-orientation. We compare the total execution time of accessing in row only without prefetching (Row)
and with row only prefetching (Row with Row-BOP); MOM
access in preferred orientation without prefetching (Baseline),
with a row-only prefetching (Row-BOP), and with MOMaware prefetching (MO-BOP). All results are normalized to
Baseline. The prefetch accuracy and coverage results in Fig. 13
show that MOM-awareness always matches (Q3 only has row
accesses) or improves the prefetch accuracy and coverage over
row-only prefetch. The data indicate that all considered codes
are prefetch-sensitive except for BLAS (which are cacheresident with 8MB L3, limiting the beneﬁt from prefetching),
that enabling oriented accesses alone, on average, provides
larger beneﬁts than prefetching alone, and that prefetching and
orientated accesses do synergize for higher performance. On
average, oriented accesses with MOM-aware prefetching (MOBOP) improve performance by 40% over oriented access without prefetching (Annotated) whereas MOM-agnostic prefetching (Row-BOP) degrades oriented acccess performance by
3%. Note that “Annotated” is about twice as fast as “Row”,
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For the control-induced data-dependent orientation dynamism case (Table IV:D2), our D-SOAP schemes are evaluated against the two potential static annotations D2a and D2b,
with a row-only baseline. Fig. 15 shows the performance of
the different orientation assignment schemes. Depending on
the percentage of entries with f 10 > x either the D2a or
D2b annotation results in better performance, as expected. D2a
incurs up to about 46% overhead over D2b (100% case), and
D2b incurs up to 267% slowdown over D2a (10% case). DSOAP-P tracks the best performing orientation except for the
30%, 40% and 50% points, where it suffers from the pathology
depicted in Fig. 10(b). D-SOAP-U, on the other hand, always
tracks the better performing orientation (about 2% overhead on
average) except for the 50% case (about 18% overhead), which
theoretically has the same utilization in both orientations. DSOAP-US and D-SOAP-USP perform very similarly to DSOAP-U with less than 0.2% difference. D-SOAP-S performs
relatively well for 0% to 40% cases, but exhibits prediction
instability, and signiﬁcant associated overheads, starting from
50%.

D-SOAP-U
D-SOAP-S
D-SOAP-US
D-SOAP-P
D-SOAP-USP
Row
D1

Total cycles (billions)

Fig. 14. Latencies for different ic access densities
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Fig. 15. Latencies for different percentages of f 10 > x
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C. Benchmark Performance Analysis

D-SOAP-P

Having shown the beneﬁts of prediction when the best
orientation is unknown, we examine D-SOAP performance
relative to static annotations describing known afﬁnity targets,
and evaluate the “accuracy” of our D-SOAP schemes based
on data transfer size between L1 and L2 cache. We compare
our D-SOAP schemes on the data-value-dependent (DVD)
IMDB query benchmarks [11] (note that static orientation
annotation for these benchmarks relies on a priori knowledge
of the query criteria’s satisfaction distribution at the time
of query optimization), and against data-value-independent
(DVI) linear algebra benchmarks and HTAP benchmarks using
previously proposed static orientation annotations [12]. For
performance, we note geomeans (GM) of the DVD and DVI
results separately as well as together.
Fig. 16 shows execution latencies for static annotation
(Static), D-SOAP-P, D-SOAP-S, and D-SOAP-US normalized
to row-only access. D-SOAP-U always performs identically
or worse than D-SOAP-US, showing the beneﬁt of adding
stride analysis to utilization. D-SOAP-USP performs within
0.1% of D-SOAP-US, and both D-SOAP-U and -USP are
omitted for space. D-SOAP-P and D-SOAP-S have a 15-16%
slowdown, over static annotation, while D-SOAP-U improve
performance by 3.5%. The performance improvement of DSOAP-U scheme comes from the 4.3% gains on the DVD
benchmarks, and the 1.8% gains on the DVI codes.
While it is hard to get the optimal orientation preference for
a program, it is still possible to evaluate the effectiveness of a
set of orientation decisions since the better set of orientations
will result in lower required data trafﬁc. Hence, we use the
data trafﬁc as a metric to evaluate how “accurate” our D-SOAP
schemes are compared to static annotation schemes.
Fig. 17 shows the amount of data trafﬁc between L1 and
L2 for different D-SOAP schemes, normalized to row-only.
The orientation predictions provided by D-SOAP-US result in

1.2
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Fig. 16. Latencies for static and D-SOAP schemes, normalized to row-only

(

= Row)

Static

D-SOAP-S

D-SOAP-US

D-SOAP-P

Fig. 17. L1-L2 demand trafﬁc, row-only normalized

and “MO-BOP” is about twice as fast as “Row with RowBOP”, demonstrating the value of MOM both with and without
prefetching.
B. Dynamic Orientation Micro-benchmarks
Fig. 14 shows the performance of row-only access (Row),
column (annotated) access for the 4 aligned arrays (D1), and
our D-SOAP schemes for the indirection microbenchmark
(Table IV:D1). Row-only access performs better when the
access density is greater than 3 elements in a row cache
line, while D1 performs better otherwise. Note that there are
substantial slowdowns when annotations do not match the
preferred orientation: Row-only access performs up to over
4.6x worse than D1 when density is lower than 3 (density
1), and D1 performs up to over 3.4x worse than Row-only
when density is greater than 3 (density 8). Compared to either
static annotation, which sees signiﬁcant overheads for certain
densities, D-SOAP-U is able to track the best performing
orientation under all densities with less than 1% overhead, on
average. Adding stride (D-SOAP-US) or prefetcher (D-SOAPUSP) information does not change the performance. D-SOAPP exhibits overheads due to a longer warm-up time. D-SOAP-S
performs identically to the row-only access because of the lack
of regular stride in the access pattern.
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similar or lower required trafﬁc compared to static annotation.
Note that this is also true for cases where D-SOAP-US has
visibly lower performance (e.g. Q1 and Q10), and prefetching
performance differences appear to be the key limitation.
While D-SOAP-P and D-SOAP-S can exploit MOM beneﬁts, outperforming row-only, they are generally less accurate
than static annotation. D-SOAP-P on Q3 suffers from access
patterns similar to those depicted in Fig. 10(b), resulting in full
column access where row would have had more utilization.
The HTAP benchmarks have access patterns similar to that
depicted in Fig. 10(c), resulting in D-SOAP-P’s failing to
produce column predictions. Q4, Q6 and Q10 suffer from
limited contiguous run lengths within column-oriented data
that reduce orientation conﬁdence, and the BLAS benchmarks
suffer from a similar problem after some of the loop-unrolled
instructions have been predicted column and removed from the
row stream. D-SOAP-S suffers from a lack of inter-instruction
information that prevents it from ﬁnding the stride for the
better orientation on Q3 and the HTAP benchmarks. Q2 and
sobel suffer from unstable predictions and Q10 suffer from the
same problems seen in D-SOAP-P.
Sensitivity Study We have also evaluated the impact of OPT
and IIUB sizes, and found only small performance impacts.
For OPT with 16, 32 and 64 entries, the average performance
difference is less than 3% of 64-entry OPT across all DSOAP schemes. For IIUB with 4, 8 and 16 entries, the average
performance difference is less than 4% of 16-entry IIUB for
D-SOAP-U, and less than 2% for D-SOAP-US. Note that the
insensitivity to OPT and IIUB sizes does not indicate a lack
of variation in access orientation across instructions. Rather,
the insensitivity to OPT stems from evaluated benchmarks
spending most of their time in tight loops with a small number
of distinct PCs; the insensitivity to IIUB size shows that the
benchmarks have accesses that fall in the preferred orientation
that are temporally close. We also observed that, while DSOAP-U generally performs well with 4-entry IIUB, on rare
occasions, the IIUB contention results in up to 69% slowdown. D-SOAP-US, however, does not exhibit such problems,
which shows the advantage of combining utilization and stride
information.
Insights While D-SOAP-U was generally effective, utilization
estimation is sometimes enhanced by predicting whether or
not the current pattern extends. Thus, the combination of both
local and larger scale stride information in D-SOAP-US / DSOAP-USP still offers some improvements over D-SOAP-U
despite both -S and -P having limited effectiveness on their
own, especially for cases with limited OPT/IIUB size. The
performance of D-SOAP-S and -P indicates that stride analysis
is a limited proxy for orientation preference, and applications
targeting MOMs without a regular stride, or with intra-cache
line ordering unaligned with the stride order may not be wellserved by existing feedback mechanisms.

prediction for MOM/MOM-caching systems. It develops an
intra-line utilization-based approach to accurately predict the
orientation preference of cache ﬁlls, shows that utilization
information is a more suitable foundation than address pattern
information for orientation prediction, although the latter can
complement the former, and provides a template for modifying existing prefetchers to be MOM-aware. The relative
performance of D-SOAP-U versus the -S and -P variants,
alongside constructed examples, such as the indirection microbenchmark, conﬁrms the distinction between orientation
prediction and stride prediction as separate, if related, efforts.
Our evaluation demonstrates that the proposed D-SOAP-U*
mechanisms are highly effective at predicting performancebeneﬁcial data-value-dependent orientation preferences, avoiding the potentially enormous (267%) slowdowns of misaligned static annotations, and closely tracking (within 2%,
on average) the best known static annotation for any given
data distribution. This work motivates further study in both
the formal measurement of optimal orientation selection for
arbitrary access sequences and extends MOM beneﬁts to a
broader set of applications.
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